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Abstract

The neurological control of speech is a complex process that involves phonation organs, respiratory
and auditory systems.  In the instance of a steady-as-possible sustained phonation, the vocal fundamental
frequency (F0) is rhythmic and oscillating in varied degree.  The present study examines the changes
in the rhythm of F0 in subjects with sensorineural hearing loss (SNHL) as well as in subjects with
Parkinson’s disease (PD) after being orally administered with dopamine.  The sustained steady vocal-
izations of vowel [a:] from 19 subjects with SNHL and from 13 subjects with normal hearing were
collected and statistically compared.  In addition, the phonations of 14 subjects with PD before and after
oral medication with oral dopamine were collected and statistically compared.  The F0 of a phonation was
retrieved by digital signal processing of voice signals, and were then analyzed using Fourier transformation
to acquire the amplitude of oscillation at different frequency components.  Our study showed that
subjects with SNHL had significantly larger fluctuation in the low frequency (< 3 Hz) than the subjects
with normal hearing.  In addition, dopamine medication significantly reduced the fluctuation in the mid-
frequency (3-8 Hz) in subjects with PD.  Our study indicates that power spectral analysis of F0 may
potentially be very useful in the evaluation or detection of SNHL and PD.  The rhythms of F0 are
produced from neurological controls of phonation and may be used to access clinical diseases by a sus-
tained phonation.
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Introduction

In sound communication, humans use a very
powerful language system to communicate with each
other.  The neuromuscular system usually plays the
most important role on delicate control of vocalization
for effective communication.  Both open-loop and
closed-loop neurological controls are involved in

controlling phonation in loudness, intelligibility and
speech pitch, in particular, the fundamental frequency
(F0).  F0 refers to the rate at which the vocal folds are
vibrating during phonation and it is also the most
fundamental pitch of voices.  F0 is important in speech
intelligence especially in tonal language system (7).
The control of F0 has to be precise and requires oper-
ation of many control loops.  For example, we first
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use our neural memory to make a phonation at a preset
level by introducing an open-loop control to maintain
a steady F0 in a sustained vowel vocalization.  Then
the sensory systems sense the error between the desired
level and the actual level and send it to the integration
centers that may be located in the central nerve system
for processing.  After processing, an action is relayed
to the motor system to compensate for the error.
Thus, a closed loop control is introduced to maintain
the F0 at the desire level and the repeats of the correc-
tion process of F0 show a picture of getting up and
down by centering the F0 at the desired level.  There
may also be more than one closed loops involved in
the control of phonation and the delay/latency of each
control may be different.  Loops with different delays
will modulate the F0, at different frequencies, and the
analysis of the modulation of each frequency may
provide a possibility to measure the control of each
loop.

Parkinson’s disease (PD) is a progressive neuro-
muscular disorder characterized by impaired motor
functions such as resting tremor, bradykinesia and
rigidity (5).  There are also several impairments found
in speech and phonation function of PD, such as
dysarthria (5), monotonic speech, abnormal phonation
intensity (17) and vocal tremor (14, 15).  The vocal
tremor is a perceived oscillation of pitch during
phonation and is often associated with the fluctuation
of F0 in PD.  There are also several speech abnormali-
ties occurring in sensorineural hearing loss (SNHL)
such as elevated F0 (1, 6), impaired control of vocal
intensity (8) and abnormal nasality (12).  The oscilla-
tions of F0 come from different control loops with
different latencies and the impaired neurological
controls of F0 may exist in both the above two dis-
orders.  Analysis of the rhythm/oscillation of F0 may
provide a method for evaluation of the two disorders.

In this study, the significant changes of F0 in the
phonation of subjects with SNHL and PD using power
spectral analysis of F0 were explored.  The rhythm of
F0 was different in frequency and amplitude for the
two diseases.  The results of this study also indicated
that the analysis of F0 might become a useful tool for
evaluation or detection of the two neurological
diseases.

Materials and Methods

In the first part of the study, sustained 5-s vocal-
izations of vowel [a:] of 19 subjects with greater than
50 dB HL SNHL (13M, 6F; age 37~72 years, median
64 years) were collected using a dynamic microphone
and an IBM-personal computer (PC) compatible sound
adapter.  The voice signals were digitally sampled at
44.1 kHz, and the intensity signals were sampled at
100 Hz with a sound level meter.  The same vocal-

izations of 13 subjects (7M, 6F; age 36~76 years,
median 54 years) with normal hearing were collected
as the control group.  In the second part of the study,
the same vowel vocalizations of 14 subjects with
Parkinson’s disease (PD) (9M, 5F; age 39~76 years,
median 62 years) were collected before and 1 h after
taking L-Dopa (levodopa) orally.  All subjects were
instructed to vocalize at their comfort speech levels.
Two voice recordings were taken and were averaged
for each subject.

Fundamental frequencies of voice signals were
obtained using the algorithm of auto-correlation
function and were then converted to a sequence of
cents after linear interpolation and re-sampling to
the rate of 50 Hz.  Because the F0 of adult females
are often twice that of adult males, the conversion
of F0 to cents is used to allow comparisons across
subjects.  This conversion has also been used to in-
vestigate the audio-vocal reflex utilizing the pitch-
shift technique (3, 9).  Here is the equation of cent
conversion.

cent = 1200 × log2 (
f

F0

)

where  
–
F0 is the mean of all F0s of a 5-s voice sample

and f is the frequency to be converted.
The power spectrum of F0 was derived using

fast Fourier transformation of the F0 sequence (in
cent), and was divided into a low frequency (0.2 Hz to
3 Hz), a middle frequency (3 Hz to 8 Hz) and a high
frequency (8 Hz to 25 Hz).  The intensity of each
frequency component within each defined range was
summed and eventually expressed in decibels (dB).
A low-frequency power (LFP), a middle-frequency
power (MFP) and a high-frequency power (HFP)
were thus acquired for statistical comparison.  The
reason for division of spectral power into LFP, MFP
and HFP and the corresponding frequency range had
been cited in our previous work (10, 11).

Analysis software was developed using
LabVIEW version 6.0 of National Instruments for
Windows (National Instruments, Austin, TX, USA).
Comparisons of F0, vocal intensity, and spectral inten-
sity between groups were assessed by two-sample
t-test using SPSS for Windows, 10.0.1 (SPSS Inc.,
Chicago, IL, USA) at a confidence level of P < 0.05.
Values are expressed as means ± SD.

Results

The F0 of the SNHL subjects was not signifi-
cantly different than the control subjects (Table 1).
The vocal intensity, however, was higher for the
SNHL subjects than the control subjects (P = 0.02,
two-sample t-test).  Fig. 1 shows the F0 sequences
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and the calculated power spectra of a SNHL subject
(Fig. 1, A and B) and a control subject (Fig. 1, C and
D).  The F0s of the SNHL subject fluctuated in a slow
(6 cycles in 5 s, i.e. 1.2 Hz) but larger amplitude than
the F0s of the control subject.  The power spectra
of the F0 of the two groups of subjects are shown in
Fig. 3A.  The LFP of the spectrum was significantly
greater for the SNHL subjects than for the control

subjects (P < 0.001, two-sample t-test).
The F0 and vocal intensity of the PD subjects

before L-Dopa were not significantly changed with
the medication of L-Dopa (Table 2).  Fig. 2 shows
the F0 sequences and the calculated power spectra of
a PD subject before and after dopamine medication.
There were apparent fluctuations of 4~6 Hz in the F0

sequence before medication as evident by marked

Table 1. Comparison of fundamental frequency
and voice intensity of control subjects and
subjects with SNHL

Control SNHL P value*

F0 (Hz) 158.2 ± 44.9 168.4 ± 65.0 0.55
Vocal Intensity (dB) 79.0 ± 7.7 84.5 ± 5.1 0.02

Values were expressed in means ± SD.
*Comparisons between control group and SNHL group was
made using a two-sample t-test

F0 = fundamental frequency; SNHL = sensorineural hearing loss

Table 2. Fundamental frequency, vocal intensity of
the subjects with Parkinson’s disease before
and after taking L-Dopa

Before L-Dopa After L-Dopa P value*

F0 (Hz) 145.9 ± 34.4 81.0 ± 7.6 0.68
Vocal Intensity (dB) 151.6 ± 37.8 82.3 ± 5.5 0.60

Values were expressed in means ± SD.
*Comparison between before L-Dopa and after L-Dopa was
made using a two-sample t-test

L-Dopa = levodopa
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Fig. 1. Fundamental frequency (F0) and its power spectral analysis of sustained 5-s vocalizations of vowel [a:] recorded from a sub-
ject with sensorineural hearing loss (SNHL) and a subject with normal-hearing.  Frequency analysis (A) and power spectrum
(B) of F0 of vowel [a:] recorded from a subject with SNHL.  Frequency analysis (C) and power spectrum (D) of F0 of vowel
[a:] recorded from the subject without SNHL.  LF, low-frequency power (0.2~3 Hz).  MFP, middle-frequency power (3~8 Hz).
HFP, high-frequency power (8~25 Hz).
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peaks in the middle frequency range of the calculated
power spectrum (Fig. 2, A and B).  However, the fluc-
tuations and marked peaks of the F0 sequence and

the power spectrum became noticeably smaller after
medication (Fig. 2, C and D).  Fig. 3B shows the
LFP, MFP and HFP of all the PD subjects before
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Fig. 2. Fundamental frequency (F0) and its power spectral analysis of sustained 5-s vocalizations of vowel [a:] recorded from a subject
with Parkinson’s disease (PD) before and after L-Dopa medication.  Frequency analysis and power spectrum of F0 of vowel
[a:] recorded from the PD subject before (A & B) and after (C & D) L-Dopa medication.  (See Fig. 1 for legends).

Fig. 3. Comparisons of low-frequency power (LFP), middle-frequency power (MFP) and high-frequency power (HFP) of sustained
5-s vocalizations of vowel [a:] recorded from subjects with (A, unfilled bars) or without (A, filled bars) sensorineural hearing
loss (SNHL) and Parkinson’s disease (PD) before (B, filled bars) and after (B, unfilled bars) L-Dopa medication.  *P < 0.05,
two-sample t-test.
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and after medication.  Clearly, the MFP was signifi-
cantly reduced by medication (P < 0.05, two-sample
t-test).

Discussion

In this study, the F0 rhythms related with two
neuropathological disorders (SNHL and PD) were
examined using the power spectral analysis of F0 of
sustained vocalization of a single vowel /a:/.  The
low-frequency oscillations (< 3 Hz) of F0 were sig-
nificantly greater in the subjects with SNHL while
the middle-frequency oscillations (3~8 Hz) were sig-
nificantly reduced in PD after medication.

Human phonation is a complex process involv-
ing various systems to maintain F0 at a desired level
under a negative feedback control mechanism.  This
negative feedback mechanism increases or decreases
the F0 relative to a preset level to ensure a sustained
steady phonation.  However, the sensitivity, power
and response reaction latency for each feedback
control mechanism of F0 are different.  For example,
response reaction latency for F0 change is typically
long (310-680 ms) for neural pathway underlying
audio-vocal reflex (2).  The modulation of F0 using
this kind of mechanism is deduced to be low-frequency
(< 3.3 Hz).  The loss of such feedback using the model
of binaural noise masking showed a large but slow F0

oscillation (11).  In agreement with all these reports,
the present study of the SNHL subjects also revealed
a significant increase of low-frequency F0 modulation
(Figs. 1 and 3, Table 1).

Parkinson’s disease is a documented disorder of
impaired neuromuscular controls, and the impaired
control loops involving the rest tremors were specu-
lated from central and/or peripheral mechanisms at
around 3~6 Hz (13).  In addition to limb tremors, the
vocal tremors were also observed in PD, and the mod-
ulation of vocal F0 was observed between 4 Hz and 8
Hz (4, 15).  In one study, the PD subjects showed a
decrease in frequency tremor intensity index of vocal-
ization after medication with L-Dopa (16).  In this
study, the power spectral analysis of F0 contour
demonstrated a significant decrease of middle-
frequency power (3~8 Hz) after medication.  This
provided the evidence that the middle frequency power
of F0 spectrum reflects the ability of the neuromuscular
controls in human phonation mechanisms.

The rhythms of voice result from many control
mechanisms during vocalization.  A longer control
pathway produces a slower rhythm, and a shorter
control pathway produces a faster rhythm.  The control
theory, such as the open-loop control and closed-loop
control in physics or mechanics, can be applied for
biological functions.  More importantly, the power
spectral analysis of F0 contour may be used for eval-

uation or detection of clinical neuropathological
diseases such as SNHL and PD.
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